Introduction
We treat here the problem of expanding functions in infinite series whose terms are solutions of the differential equation d3u/dx3+p3u = 0 and various types of boundary conditions. Birkhofft has treated a general problem of this nature for the case in which the boundary conditions are regular, and HopkinsJ has considered a very special case of irregularity.
The first part of this paper is an extension of Hopkins' work in which the distinctive feature of the boundary conditions is that two bear at only one point and the third bears at two points. In the second part of the paper is considered a very special case in which one boundary condition bears at one point, the second at another point, which is complex, and the third at both points. And in the third part is considered a case in which the boundary conditions bear symmetrically at three points, one at each point.
Part I
The boundary conditions are written Wi(u)=0, i = l, 2, 3, where W,(«) is a linear homogeneous form in u(a), u'(a), u"(a), u(b), u'(b), u"(b) with constant coefficients, which we shall suppose to be real. Here a and b are taken real and positive and a<b. By linear combination among themselves the conditions can be reduced to the equivalent set We shall represent by Wi(u), Ws(u), and Wz(u) the left hand sides of these three equations respectively, by Wia(u) that portion of Wi(u) which bears at a, and by Wib(u) that portion which bears at b. Here yi, y2, and y3 are any three linearly independent solutions of the differential equation. We shall take y. = guirtx-a)^ where «1 = -1, w2 = e"13, w3 = e_'i/3.
Inserting these functions and expanding the determinant, we find In these expressions the D's are certain real combinations of determinants formed from the array of coefficients in the boundary conditions. The regularity condition, which bears on the differential system, plays an important rôle in boundary value and expansion problems. In the present case the system is regular if each of the six exponentials in A(p) is present and multiplied by a polynomial of degree five in p. As mentioned in the introduction the regular case has been treated by Birkhoff. The cases in which the multiplying polynomials are of degrees less than five are susceptible of a treatment similar to that employed by Birkhoff, and the results are similar to those of the regular case. They will not be considered here.
We propose to treat some of the cases in which every Da equals zero or every Db equals zero. These we call the highly irregular cases. One of them is Hopkins' case. For the sake of definiteness we shall take Dbi = 0, ¿ = 0,1,2,3,4.
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The characteristic equation. Divide the p plane into six equal sectors defined by lir/3< arg p<(l+l)ir/3, 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. It is only near the rays argp = 0, 2tt/3, 4tt/3 that we can hope to find characteristic numbers, for if \p | is large and p is not near one of these rays in an angular sense, some one of the exponential terms in A(p) will far outbalance in numerical value all the others. But since p appears in the differential equation only as p', we may restrict p to the sector -tt/3= arg p^ir/3. Consequently we need look for characteristic numbers only near the ray argp = 0.
We may write
, where
If we lay down the further restriction -71-/64-8= argp^Tr/3, b being a small positive constant, \e(p) | will be small for \p | large. If Da}-is that Da having the largest second subscript and not being zero, we have ¿(p) = (coi -co2) ¿co*2+1ZW+1 + (o>2 -»0«("«-"'>*<*"*> ¿«^"tp^1
where (1/p) means a quantity of the size of 1/p for \p \ large, |«'(p) | is small for \p | large, and vf+i p(p) =-g(»t-">)p(*-«)t co,-Here íü0=wj, w4=wi, and uo=ut.
We have P(p) =^^-e.p3I/S(6-.)( whose zeros are given by
This logarithm has one of the values 7r¿/3, -iri/3, or tt¿, / being 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4. Hence the zeros of ^(p) are real and are evenly spaced along the ray argp = 0.
We can now discuss the zeros of A(p). For we have
(1) AGO = ("i -t^p**H^*^fmtDmi
where \t"(p) | is smaU for \p | large. Draw small circles all of the same radius centered at the zeros oí \p(p), and call S the portion of the sector (-ir/ó +5, ?r/3) which is exterior to these circles. As the imaginary part of p becomes positively infinite, xp(p)-»w^+i/co,-; as the imaginary part of p becomes negatively infinite, \p(p)-*«> ; and \p(p) has a real period. Hence \yp(p) \ has a positive minimum p in S. Hence from (1)
Now let \p | be so large that |e"G>) | < p/2. Then we have (2) |A(p)|>A|p>+V"0->|, and this inequality is valid for p in 5 and \p \ sufficiently large, h being independent of p. This inequality shows that A(p) has no zeros in 5 for \p \ large.
That AG>) for large \p | does have a zero in each small circle and only one is seen from (1). As p travels just once around one of the circles, argyp(p) increases by just 27r, i.e., the point \p(p) travels just once around the origin. Hence the point AGO wul travel just once around the origin provided |e"G>) | is small enough, and hence AG>) has just one zero in the circle. Moreover, if \p \ is large enough, the zeros of AG>) will be real. We omit the actual proof, which consists in showing by purely formal manipulations that A(p) = -A(p), dashes denoting conjugates. We denote the zeros of AG>) by Pk, k = l,2, ■ ■ ■ .
The characteristic functions.
A form of solution of the differential equation and the first and third boundary conditions is
Substitution of p* for p in u(x) yields the kth. characteristic function «*(*). We consider the characteristic functions for the case in which Wz(u) = aziu'(a) + aSou(a), [October the distinctive feature of which is that two of the W's bear only at one end of the interval. This is a case in which every Db equals zero. Highly irregular cases in which at least two boundary conditions bear at both ends of the interval will be treated in a later paper. Proceeding to develop the form of the characteristic functions, we have u(x) =-4i(p)yi(x)4-.42(p)y20r) +A3(p)y3(x), where the .4's are certain quadratic polynomials in p. We may write (4) w
where /31'2 \ 8x(pt) = e"'" 4-e",pi 4-e""' = er" + 2e»tl2 cos (-pt j, / x 31'2 \ 8i(pt) = e""' -u3e""" -one"'"' = e~" -2e'"2cos(-1-pt), /t 31'2 \ 83(pt) = eu"" -w2eM"" -cose""' = e-" -2e",/2 cos I-1-pt\.
These 5 functions are seen to be real if p and / are real, and they satisfy the Hence u(x) is real if both p and x are real. We may write Noting that at least one of the cosine terms in (5) must be present, for otherwise we should not have more than two boundary conditions (3), the proof of this lemma is the same as that of the corresponding one in Hopkins' paper.
In the series (6) we now allow x to be complex. Writing x -a = t, we have
and, calling t = £+r¡i, I; and 77 both being real,
Here A is supposed to be so large that p* is known to be real. Let to = Xo-a, and choose a number Xi less than Xo but greater than a. Let<!=Xi -a. Then h-to=xx-x0 < 0. We shall have enkU-v ■ »l'*)n < ePktjt e»*<{+!-31',)/2 < eP*l,/2 provided í> -hh f-77'31'2 < tx S + V'31i2<tx.
All of these inequalities are satisfied if t is within the triangle whose sides are £= -tx/2, £ -n'31'2 = tx, e+r¡'31'2 = tx, i.e., if x is within the equilateral triangle centered at x = a and having one vertex at x=xi. Hence we have within this triangle |m*(x)| < 3e«(l'-0>'2 and \akuk(x) \ < -e'*<*i-*.>'2.
A But the expression on the right is the general term of a convergent series of positive constants. Thus we have proved Theorem 1. Under the hypothesis of the above lemma series (6) converges uniformly in the interior of the equilateral triangle centered atx = a and having one vertex at x = x0, and represents therein an analytic function of the complex variable x.
This theorem presents a restriction on the type of function representable by series (6).
But there are further restrictions. n-0 By (7) the coefficient of every power of (x -a) in this series is seen to equal zero. Hence
Convergence proof. The conditions of analyticity at x = a and identities (8) together with certain auxiliary conditions imposed on/(it) for the purpose of accomplishing readily the convergence proof constitute sufficient conditions that f(x) be expansible in a series of type (6). The convergence proof wül now be given, and the theorem stated after the proof is finished.
We introduce a Green's function and a contour integral equal to the sum /"(*) of the first « terms of the formal series arising from/(x).* Let
Here the definitions of the functions zx(s) are obvious, and the reduction to the 5 function is straightforward. It turns out that
where yn is an arc of a circle centered at p = 0 and extending from arg p = -tt/3 to arg p=7r/3. It is supposed that the radius of yn is greater than |p" | but less than |p"+i |.
Before considering the integration we alter the form of G. Multiplying the first, second, and third columns of the determinant in G by %zx(s), izi(s), and %z3(s) respectively, and adding to the fourth column, we get
• See Birkhoff, loc. cit., p. 379 and p. 390.
Thus we obtain the form of contour integral with which it is convenient to work, namely,
The following six functions are introduced :
Using f(x)=cf>i(x)+tp2(x)+cpz(x), and integrating by parts the term containing <£i(s) twice, that containing tp2(s) three times, and that containing tpz(s) four times, we find that
These results are to be substituted in (9), and the terms separated into three groups, one containing/(x), the second containing<f>i" (x) and terms involving the values of the 0's and their derivatives at x = 6, and the third containing terms involving the P's and R's. The p-integration is taken in two steps, one being an integration over y" , which is that part of yn on which arg p>0, and the other an integration over 7/, on which arg p<0. We consider first the integration over y" • Since the inequality \u(x) \ <l\p2ea""-x~a) \, where I is independent of p, and inequality (2) are both valid on yn', we have (10)
The exponential in the last expression has an exponent whose real part is negative over the entire arc yn'. For this reason the second group of terms arising from (9) yields in the p-integration over y"' only terms which tend uniformly to zero as «-»°o, x being restricted to a closed interval interior to (a, b) not containing either a or b. We shall refer to terms arising from (9) which tend to zero in this manner as terms which can be neglected. The terms of group three are all put over the denominator 3p2Da -W2b(u), and it is then seen that that part of the numerator which contains Da leads to terms which can be neglected. The terms of the numerator containing P's are
If in this expression we replace each P and each u by its value in terms of the 8 functions, the coefficients of the ß's are each seen to equal zero. Consequently we hav.î
in which en(x) stands for that portion of 7"' (x) arising from the neglected terms.
The coefficient of each ß in the numerator of this integrand is to be considered by itself. We define variable y by means of the equation
In the following we also change the variables of integration by the transformations s -a+Wi2(t -a). We have where I bs[p(x -s)]tpx"(s)ds = £ xoíe"«-* I e-""'t?x'(s)ds Ja 1 Ja
In order to render these steps and the following ones valid we require each of the functions tp¡(t) to be analytic in a circle centered at t = a. Let r<b -a be the radius of this circle. We require the real number x to be within this circle. Then the complex variable y, as well as the numbers a-iOi(x -a) will be within the circle. Hence, taking the paths of ¿-integration as straight Unes, these paths will lie entirely within the circle. By steps similar to those above we find where
The reason for breaking up R3(x) in this way is that the portion of R3(x) containing the p terms does not yield in the p-integration a quantity which has zero for its limit as w-»oo, but does cancel against a similar portion of the other part of the coefficient of the ß under consideration. The A3 portion of R3(x) does yield in the p-integration a quantity which has zero for its limit as »-»«o.
We have also
Hence (14) becomes (16) From (4), (12), and (16) we get for the coefficient of d2o in the numerator of the integrand in (11) the expression In exactly the same way the coefficients of d2i and d22 in the numerator of the integrand in (11) reduce, and we obtain no, r>^ inj
where P3[3p2Da-Wsb(u)\ )dp' In every one of these integrals |e',(t_o) | takes on its largest value along the line of integration at the upper limit. For, as t runs from y to a-co¡(x -a), p(t-a) runs from -|p|(x -a) to -«¿p(x -a). The points in the complex plane representing this latter pair of numbers are at equal distances from the origin and the former is on the negative axis of reals. Consequently the real part of p(t -a) increases steadily as t runs from the lower limit of integration to the upper. Hence, if |<p,-(i+1>(0 | <M, a constant, for all j entering in this discussion, we have |j/i}-1 <2M(b -a) |e-»*p<*-«> |. Hence \A3 \ <K \p |, where K is independent of p and of x. The portion of the integrand containing A, is
We have seen that the first of these factors is a bounded function of p for \p | large and on y" . Hence the portion of the integrand containing A3 can be neglected.
Consider now the remaining portion of the numerator of the integrand in (19). where K is independent of p and of x. Also
K' being independent of p and of x. Hence the portion of the integrand in (19) containing the B and C terms is less in numerical value than some constant divided by |p2|, and can be neglected. This leaves ¡n(x)=\f(x) +en(x), where en(x) tends uniformly to zero as a limit when »-►<». The portion of In(x) arising from integration over the arc 7"" is treated in a fashion quite similar to the above treatment of I"' (x) and with similar results. We omit the consideration of it, and state immediately Theorem 2. If the boundary conditions can be written in the form (3) with at least one Da not zero ; iff(x) =tpi(x)+tps(x)+cp'z(x), where tpi(x) =2o°°c«n
.(x-a)3n, xj>s(x)=]Fl"ci+zn(x-a)1+3n, 03(z) =£0°°c2+8n(s-a)2+3n are power series convergent in and on the boundary of a circle centered at x = a and of radius r<b -a which satisfy the identities aiscpz'(x)+antps (x)+axoxpi(x)=Q, azitps (x)+a3oxpi(x) =0 ; and if also tp{' (x), <p{" (x), <pziv(x) are continuous for real values of x from a to b, then the formal series for f(x) of type (6) converges uniformly to f(x) along the segment of the real axis from atoa+r.
From Theorem 1 it foUows as a corollary to Theorem 2 that the formal series wiU converge uniformly to f(x) in the equilateral triangle whose center is at x = a and one vertex of which is at x = a+r.
We come next to the case in which two of the boundary conditions bear only at x = b. We do no more than state the results. Let the boundary conditions be written in the form The characteristic numbers are found to lie along the rays arg p = 7r/3, ir, Sir/3. We restrict p to the sector 27r/3 = arg p = 4ir/3, using the characteristic numbers along the ray arg p = 7r.
On the assumption of uniform convergence of 2~2îbkUk(x) in an interval a^x^ß, where a<a<ß<b, we obtain a restriction on the ¿Vs which is of sufficient strength to allow us to show that the series converges uniformly in the equilateral triangle centered at x = 6 and having one vertex at x = a. A formal property of the characteristic functions then shows that the series necessarily represents a function of the form/(x) =<pi(x) +<p2(x) 4-<p3(x), where 00 oo If we now take a function/(x) satisfying the above conditions and in addition such that(pi"(x),<p2'"(a;),and<p3iv(a;) are continuous from a to b, the formal series for f(x) of type 2~l?bkuk(x) will converge uniformly to f(x) in the interval (b-r, b),r being the radius of the circle in which thetp's are assumed to be analytic.
Part II
We have made reference to a very special case treated by Hopkins in which the boundary conditions can be written w(0)=m'(0) = w(7t) = 0. The characteristic functions in this case are uk(x) = 83(pkx), A = l, 2, • • -, and they satisfy the functional equations uk( -w2^) = -a3uk(x), uk( -w3x) = -W2Uk(x). Hence uk( -w2ir)=uk( -u>3'7r)=0. Also, denoting differentiations with respect to x by accents, u¿'( -o)3x) = u¿'(x).
Hence uk" ( -a3ir) = 0. From these we select (20) «(irj = u(-w3ir) = 0, «"(tt) = u"(-w,ir), which we shall take as boundary conditions. They will be seen to lead to a larger class of characteristic functions than Hopkins', but one which includes his.
Use of the first two of (20) gives (21) u(x) = (e2"^» -e~u***)e'°ii"' + (e2"^*" -e~"",T)eM«''14-(e2wi',T -e,-"i»»)e"»e*, at least to a factor independent of x. The characteristic equation is e"»"* e"ipr e™»'" coi,p2(e""" -«">") W2ip2(ew«'" -e">") (¿ip2(eu»T -e"»") (22) =" («3 -»i)pVpt)«»(-ptt) = 0.
The fact that the characteristic equation factors in the particular way indicated here is what suggested the choice of boundary conditions under consideration. This choice, of course, is only one of many that might be made. The factor 83(pir) of (22) has for its zeros precisely Hopkins' characteristic numbers, which we denote by pxk. The other factor 63(-p7r) has the negatives of the numbers pxk for its zeros; we denote these by p2*, and write P2* = -Pi*.
We have and g«",«*«-_ W2e»iPu» _ u3eaiWtT = 0, the first being Hopkins' characteristic equation, and the second being obtained by multiplying the first by -w2 and rearranging the terms. From these two equations we get 1 : -co2: -ci>3 = e2aiw*T -e~a*nkT •.e2"'nk'' -e~a"litT:e2u^n'cT -e~ "i«**.
Consequently if in (21) we replace p by pi* and remove the proper factor independent of x, we get what we shall take as one set of characteristic functions, namely uXk(x) = 83(pxkx). These are Hopkins' characteristic functions. If we transform by means of the transformation (23) X' = C027T -x to the point w27r as a new origin, we find by steps similar to those above that the rest of our characteristic functions are given by uîk(x) = 83(pxkx') = 83[pik(uiir-x) ].
From Part I we know that if the series «0 (24) 2>u «i*(se) i converges uniformly in some segment of the axis of reals from 0 to x, it represents a function analytic in x and of the form x2<p(x3), cp(x3) being a convergent power series in x3, and that the series also converges uniformly in an equilateral triangle centered at x=0 and having one vertex on the axis of reals between 0 and tt. Noting that the transformation (23) consists of a parallel shift x"=x -u2ir followed by a rotation through 180°, x' = -x", we see that if a series (25) X>2* usk(x) 1 converges uniformly in some segment of the straight line between w2tt and -w37T, it represents a function of the form (w27r -x)2 yp[(ct)sir -x)s], where ^[(w27r -x)3] is a convergent power series in (w2t-x)3, and the series also converges uniformly in an equüateral triangle centered at x = cústt and having one vertex on the segment from w27r to -w87r. If the triangle centered at x=0, which we call triangle I, and the triangle centered at x = usir, which we call triangle II, are so large as to have one side in common, it is conceivable that on this common side a series of the type
may represent functions of a wider class than those represented by either series (24) or (25) individually or than a linear combination of functions representable by series (24) and (25). Let, therefore, triangles I and II be so large that they have a common side C, which will be the segment from 7r to -«37r. Putting f(x) equal to series (26), how shall we determine formally the a's? To answer this question we proceed to a definition of adjoints.
Write L(u)=u'"+p3u and M(v) = -v'"+p3v. All integrations over C are to be made from -w3tt to it. The functions v are found to be given by vXk(x) = 8x[pXk(coiir-x)] and %*(x) = 8x(pxkx), except possibly for factors independent of x, of which we take no account. The relations (27) enable us to determine formally values for the a's in series (26).
We proceed to study series (26) under the hypothesis that it converges uniformly in some segment of C. Writing x = £4-(7r-£)¿/31/2, which yields x on the line of C if £ is real, we have Here we have used p* to stand for pit, and we suppose not only that -7r/2<£<7T, so that x will be on C, but also that £ is so restricted that * is within the range of assumed uniform convergence of (26). Take k so large that there will be a value £' of £ in its restricted range such that where Eik and 7¿2* both can be made as small numericaUy as desired by taking k sufficiently large. Consequently (30) ai*(«2 + Eu) + osk(-1 + Esk) = e-'*T/2ktMit(*') + a2*«2*(x')].
If k is large enough, we can repeat the work of this paragraph with another value £" of £, such that
and if x" is the corresponding value of x, we shall obtain (30') aik(-1 + E\k) + ask(x»s + £*) = e-'**/2k*«i*(*») + a2t«2Jk(*')].
Equations (30) and (30') are to be solved as non-homogeneous linear equations for the an and a2* which appear in their left hand members. If the solution is made in the usual way by determinants, we find ai* given by a quotient of two determinants times e~l"tTl2. The determinant in the denominator of this quotient is seen to have a numerical value greater than some positive constant, while the determinant in the numerator is less numerically than some positive constant, since \aikUik(x)+a2kU2k(x)\ <g, where g is independent of both x and k, holds for both x = x' and x=x". Similar remarks are valid for the solution for a2i. Thus we have proved the [October Lemma. // series (26) converges uniformly in some segment of C, then | «i* | <hxe~PkTl2 and |aM| <hi~nTl2, hx and A2 being independent of A.
From this lemma we may prove the following theorem by the method of reasoning used in the work immediately following the lemma of Part I. Theorem 1. If series (26) converges uniformly in some segment of C, then series (24) converges uniformly in the interior of triangle I and represents a function analytic in x and of the form x2<p(x3), and series (25) converges uniformly in the interior of triangle II and represents a function analytic in x and of the form (w27r-x)2\f/[ (co27r-x)3 ].
Let us now write purely formally /(*)=£r [«i*«i*(*)+<***«»(*)], and determine the a's by means of relations (27). We shall suppose that f(x) is continuous together with its first two derivatives on the closed segment C. We find We may, therefore, write 
We now insert these expressions for the a's into series (24) and (25), and test these for convergence on C. Before actually doing this, however, we investigate the sizes of axk and a2i¡. Consider the integral in (31'). It contains in its integrand the sum of three exponentials, no one of which at any point of C exceeds C*W2 in numerical value. Hence where e(pk) has the limit zero as &->co. Hence the term of (31') which contains the C integral can be written (l/pk2)e~'tTl2 M(pk), where M(pk) is bounded for k large. Now and mid-points. SimUar considerations are valid for a2* and «•.*(*) on C, the work being based on (32') and (29). We may, therefore, state Theorem 2. Iff(x) is continuous together with its first two derivatives, and if aik and ask are given by (31') and (32'), then series (24), (25), and also (26) converge uniformly in all closed intervals of C not containing the end or midpoints of C.
If series (26) converges uniformly on C, andf(x), the function to which it converges, has a continuous second derivative on C, then the determinations (31') and (32') of d* and ask wiU be valid. Hence series (24) and (25) wül both converge uniformly in all closed intervals of C not containing the end or mid-points of C, and wiU represent on these intervals continuous functions of x. Referring to Theorem 1, we see that we may now state Theorem 3. If series (26) converges uniformly on C to a function which has a continuous second derivative on C, then series (24) and (25) We see, therefore, that under the hypotheses of this theorem, series (26) must represent on C a function which is capable of being written in the form (38) x2tp ( on C, where xj>(xs) is an analytic function of a; in triangle I and yp [(usTr-x) 3] an analytic function of x in triangle II, both being of the forms indicated. Let us now begin with a function f(x) oí the form (38) on C and such that xp(x3) and yp [(u2ir-x) 3] both have continuous second derivatives on C. Will the series (26) with coefficients given by (31) and (32) converge to f(x) on C? Let us write x2tp(x3) =X]i°° aikUu(x). It is known that if
Jo then this series wül converge uniformly to x2tf>(x3) along a certain segment of the real axis between 0 and tt.* We shall prove that an thus given equals an as given by (31). To this end we need only prove that Theorem 4. If f(x)=x2cp(x3) + (co2w-x)2 yp [(cû2w-x) 3] on C, where xp(xs) is continuous together with its first two derivatives on C and analytic in x and of the form indicated in triangle I, and where yp [(tc2ir-x) 3] is continuous together with its first two derivatives on C and analytic in x and of the form indicated in triangle II, then the series (26) with the formal determinations of the coefficients will converge uniformly to f(x) on all closed intervals of C not containing an end or mid-point of C.
Part III
The type of expansion considered in Part II is one of a class in which the characteristic functionsare determined by the differential equation u" +p3M=0 and three boundary conditions imposed at two of the points t, -w27r, -w8tt. We shall not consider this type further, but take instead a case in which the boundary conditions bear in a symmetric fashion at these three points. We take u(ir)=u(-w27t) = m( -w37t) = 0. 
A(p) = 3 -e3""" -e3"«" -e3"«" m -bi(pir)bs(pir)bz(pir).
Accordingly, the characteristic numbers fall into three sets, all distributed along the positive axis of reals, and determined respectively by the equations bi(pir) = 0, S2(p7r) = 0, They are given respectively by 53(ptt) = 0.
Pi* = tttS1 + 2*) + *»*> P2k 3 '
where e,* tends to zero as a limit when k-><x>, i being 1, 2, or 3. Use of the conditions m(7t)=w(-«27r) = 0 gives (42) u(x) = e">iP*(e2o>,pT _ g-«,?») -j. e<*,pxfesw,pT _ g-»lPl)
+ gulpI(g2»tfT -g-"*?*), except possibly for a factor independent of x. The characteristic numbers Pi* satisfy the following pair of equations ; the second is obtained from the first by a rearrangement of terms:
e»ip» + e"*' + e"** = 0, gujp» _j_ g",pT _j_ g«iP» = o.
Hence 1:1:1 : = e2a'nkr-e~'*snkX : e2uinkT-e~u'nkT : e2"vlkT-e~"wlkT.
Thus we obtain from (42) for one set of characteristic functions »i*(x) = 8x(pxkx), a suitable factor independent of x having been divided out of the right hand side of (42). Similarly we obtain from (42) and the equations for the other sets of characteristic numbers w2*(x) = S2(p2tx) and u3k(x) = 83(p3kx).
We have thus three sets of characteristic functions ; each set consists of the complete set of characteristic functions of an expansion problem of the type considered in Part I. Let/(x) be a function analytic in x at x=0. We may write f(x) = <bx(x3)+x<bt(x3)+x2(p3(x3), each <p standing for a convergent power series in x3. If each <p satisfies certain continuity conditions from 0 to 7T, Theorem 2 of Part I tells us that x'-1 <p¿(x3) may be expanded in a series of type and the series will converge uniformly to the function in the interior of an equilateral triangle centered at x = 0 and having one vertex on the segment from 0 tO IT.
The following theorem, which we will now prove, states essentially that a series of type (44) necessarily represents a function which is analytic in x.
Theorem 2. // series (44) converges uniformly in an interval (a, ß), 0^a<ß^w, each of the three series (43) converges uniformly in the interior of an equilateral triangle centered at x = 0 and having one vertex in the interior of the interval (a, ß).
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